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1 - 1 COMPLEMENTARITY

This manual is to be considered as a complement to the "Installation, maintenance and assistance manual" that provides
instructions for installing cabling and troubleshooting problems and start-up and maintenance procedures. This manual
contains instructions for the instrument's use and correct programming.
We recommend that you read it carefully and, in the event that you do not understand something, contact QEM for
clarifications by sending the support fax that you will find in the manual.

1 - 2 REFERENCES

Documentation relative to the instrumentation designed and sold by QEM is divided into various booklets for the purpose
of allowing rapid  and effective consultation as a function of the information sought.

Users Manual

Explanation  of the software described.

This is the present manual, containing
all the instructions for understanding
and using the instrument described.
It is a manual dealing with the
instrument's software; it contains
instructions for understanding,
programming, calibrating and using
the instrument described.
Once you have installed the instrument
by following the instructions shown in
the Installation, maintenance and
assistance manual, this manual will
provide you with all the instructions
necessary for the instrument's correct
use and programming.

Installation, Maintenance and
assistance manual

Everything needed for installation,
maintenance and assistance.

In-depth discussions of the all the
subjects that are indispensable for
correct installation and maintenance.
This is to allow us to provide you with
valid, safe instructions that will permit
you to realize products with recognized
quality and certain reliability. It also
provides support for all those who find
themselves in the condition of needing
to deal with technical support for an
application involving a QEM
instrument.

Hardware structure

Basic information relative to the series
hardware and the possibilities for
personalisation.

A booklet attached to this Users
manual that describes the series hard-
ware configuration relative to the
instrument described.
It also shows the series' electrical,
technical and mechanical
characteristics as well as the possible
hardware personalizations as a
function of the software version.

CHAPTER  1

INTRODUCTION
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Emesso dal Responsabile Documentazione: ........................................................
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1 - 3  RESPONSIBILITY AND VALIDITY

RESPONSIBILITY
QEM declines all responsibility for injury or damage deriving from a failure to follow the instructions and prescriptions
contained in this manual and in the "Installation, maintenance and assistance manual." In addition, we wish to clarify
that the customer/purchases is obligated to use the instrument in conformity with the instructions provided by QEM and,
in the case of doubt, to sumbit written questions in writing to QEM.

Any exceptions made in its use or replacement, if disputed, will only be considered valid by QEM if made by QEM in
writing. This manual may not be reproduced or delivered to third parties, in whole or in part, without written authorization
from QEM. Any violation will lead to a request for compensation for damages.
All rights deriving from patents or models are reserved.

QEM reserves the right to change the characteristics of the instrument described and its attached documentation, in
whole or in part.

Purpose
The purpose of this manual is to indicate the general rules for the use of the instrument described.

Suggestion
Carefully transcribe and preserve all the parameters setting relative to programming the instrument for the purpose of
facilitating service interventions and replacing parts.

VALIDITY
This manual is applicable to all the instrumentation designed, constructed and tested by QEM having the same order
code.
This document is entirely valid except for errors or omissions.
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1 - 4 OPERATING DESCRIPTION

The HB 760.054 instrument is a positioning device with a CNC ± 10V analogue output that controls the feeding of the
material being processed. It does this by positioning it at the measure programmed under the punching or cutting head
established by the program step in use. This instrument has 90 programs with 18 steps each. Each step defines the
advance measurement, the number of times it is repeated, the head concerned and any head activation delay. To
optimise production cycles can be performed with programs in automatic succession or pieces to be worked composed
of several programs. It is possible to synchronise axis advance with the rotation of a press and therefore “Continuous”
or “Single” processing in function to the measurement in use. If the positioning is not completed before the press arrives
at bottom dead centre, the work cycle becomes single with the press stopping after every movement; otherwise the press
is always in rotation.
The instrument has a BACKUP/RESTORE function for archiving and recovering data concerning the parameter setting
of the same (set-up, axis calibration,...) with the exclusion of work parameters. The data is archived on a non-volatile
device.
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Normal operation: pressed after the “F1” and "F2" keys, they select the functions available.
Data input: allows entry of data.

Normal operation: selects  the display of the cycle. Impulse pressure selects the successive
display. Continuous pressure selects the previous display.
Data input: scrolling of the various parameters. Impulse pressure selects the successive
parameter. Continuous pressure selects the previous parameter.

Normal operation: selects the display within the chosen function.
Data input: not used.

Normal operation:  allows access to and exit from the available manual functions.
Data input: not used.

Normal operation: allows access to and exit from introduction of the working programs.
Data input: not used.

Normal operation: allows selection of the available functions.
Data input: allows the output of the functions which can be selected with “F1” + “Numerical key”.

Normal operation: allows selection of the available functions.
Data input: allows the output of the functions which can be selected with “F2” + “Numerical key”.

Normal operation: not used.
Data input: Inserts the decimal point.

Normal operation: not used.
Data input:  Inserts or removes the +/- sign.

Normal operation: not used.
Data input: deletes the input value and reverts to the old value.

Normal operation: not used.
Data input: stores the datum entered.

Access to password-protected functions.

Choice of the working cycle to be executed.

Execution of the working cycle.

Percentage speed variation.

Input and output diagnostics.

2 - 1  KEYPAD DESCRIPTION

CHAPTER  2

THE OPERATOR/MACHINE INTERFACE

Key Function
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 2 I1 ON I 1 START. In automatic it controls the positioning to the selected level. If the positioning is interrupted with a
stop or with the switching OFF of the instrument, the activation of input I2 restarts the positioning from the
point in which it was interrupted. At the start outputs U1÷U5 and U9, U10 de-energise. In the head activation
delay time, the start is not acquired.

3 I2 ON I 1 Stop.  Its activation brings to zero with ramp of deceleration the analog reference supplied by the instrument.
With this input active the instrument doesn't acquire any input command.

4 I3 ON C 1 STARTUP ENABLING. It informs the instrument that the startup is enabled. With the input  I5=OFF the axis
is not in space reaction, the analog output is forced to zero and the output U3=OFF. The toggling of input
I5 from OFF to ON restarts the space reaction of the axis.

5 I4 ON I / C 1 Restart (jogging mode). This executes the selected program from the beginning (first step) and waits
for a start to begin positioning. The totaliser (count of repetitions made), is zeroed. It is enabled to reading
when positioning is not in progress. During the manual procedures, the input is not enabled. On restarting,
the instrument is in single cycle.
Continuous mode. If at the start of processing we activate the input and leave it active for all the
processing, it will re-execute the first line on concluding the work cycle and on the activation of a start. If
during set-up, the “Count zeroing on restart” parameter is set to 1, the count is zeroes at every restart. It
zeroes the repetition counter. It is used during processing if just one piece is always present under the heads.

6 I5 C 1 MANUAL (OFF) / AUTOMATIC (ON). It selects the manual or automatic mode of the instrument.

7 I6 ON I 1 Manual advance. Enabled only when manual functions ,commands the axis forward movement (at the
manual speed set in set-up). The axis movement continues as long as the input remains active (ON).

8 I7 ON I 1 Manual reverse. Enabled only when manual functions, commands the axis reverse movement (at the
manual speed set in set-up). The axis movement continues as long as the input remains active (ON).

9 I8 ON I 1 Restart allarm. It annuls the alarm of error maximun deviation counts and the U15 escape.

ON /
OFF

2 - 2 INPUTS DESCRIPTION

Input characteristics
Refer to the chapter "Electrical characteristics" in the "Hardware structure" booklet accompanying this manual.

Description
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Key
C = Continuous signal
I = Impulse signal
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11 F1 N / P 10 Input "phase A" incremental transducer measure.

12 F1 N / P 10 Input "phase B" incremental transducer measure.

13 Z1 N / P 10 Count zeroing. Its reading is enabled only with the axis still; it zeroes the measurement counter and the test
counter (if enabled).

14 F2 N / P 10 Input "phase A" trolley return incremental transducer.

15 F2 N / P 10 Input "phase B" incremental transducer for trolley return.

16 Z2 N / P 10 Counting block. When activated, the counts of the measurement and test counter are blocked (if enabled) When
deactivated the counts are released.

29 + Transducers positive power supply. Positive voltage supplied by instrument for instrument and transducers inputs power.

30 - Transducers negative power supply. Negative voltage supplied by instrument for instrument and transducers inputs
power.

31 GND Collegamento di terra. Si consiglia un conduttore di Ø 4 mm.

32 Vac Instrument power supply voltage. Alternating voltage as per code in your order.

33 Vac Instrument power supply voltage. Alternating voltage as per code in your order.

For details of the count inputs, refer to the chapter entitled “Electrical characteristics”
in the “Hardware structure” booklet appended to this manual.

Description
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COUNTING INPUTS

Key
N = Transducer with NPN logic.
P = Transducer with PNP logic.
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48 I9 ON I 47 Press synchronism cam. If this intervenes on the upward front (switching from OFF to ON) a new
positioning operation is commanded. If switching takes place of input I9 on the downward front and the
tolerance output U14 is not ON an emergency stop is commanded (as if input I3 became OFF). Output U8
is de-energised and press synchronism error output U15 is activated.

49 I10 ON I 47 Press PMS. If the movement in use does not permit the continuous advance cycle, when input I10 becomes
OFF, output U16 is de-energised blocking press rotation consensus.

50 I11 ON I 47 Start after head interruption. Its reading is enabled after a stop determined by programmed stop head.
On activation it commands a new positioning operation (analogous operation to input I1).

Key
I = Impulse signal

Characteristics of inputs expansion (order code "E")
Refer to the chapter entitled “Electrical characteristics” in the “Hardware structure” booklet appended to this manual.

Description
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18 U1 ON C 17 T1 head. The U1 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start.

19 U2 ON C 17 T2 head. The U2 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start. The first 8 tools commanded by the relays of the first interface (EI 033) are associated to the
T2 head.

20 U3 ON C 17 T3 head. The U3 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start. The first 8 tools commanded by the relays of the first interface (EI 033) are associated to the
T3 head.

21 U4 ON C 17 T4 head. The U4 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start. The first 8 tools commanded by the relays of the first interface (EI 033M) are associated to
the T4 head.

22 U5 ON C 17 T5 head. The U5 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start. The first 8 tools commanded by the relays of the first interface (EI 033M) are associated to
the T5 head.

23 U6 ON I 17 End of processing. This is energised for the set time (0.3 seconds) after all the heads that must perform
processing to the measurement in use have completed it.

24 U7 ON I / C 17 Program end + Cycle end. At the end of the last processing of the program in use, the output is energised
for 0.3 seconds. It energises itself at every program end for 0.3 seconds (the output is not energised however
if a start or restart is supplied within the 0.3 seconds). If all the programs in the cycle have been executed,
the output remains energised until a restart or until the same or another program is run. If the number of pieces
is set to 9999 the instrument performs the cycle infinitely, without energising output U7.

25 U8 ON C 17 Alarm. On switching on, the output remains de-energised until the complete recovery of the work
parameters by the positioning device. It then remains active until an alarm intervenes. During normal operation,
the output de-energises due to a following error or to the maximum percentage deviation taking place
between the measurement encoder and the test encoder. It deactivates itself when input I9 indicates a press
synchronisation error. To reset the maximum deviation or press synchronism alarm it is necessary to activate
input I8 or to press the CLEAR key for 2 seconds. In manual mode, the deviation error control is inhibited
but output U8 remains in the status in which it is found.

Key
C= Continuous signal.
I = Impulsive signal.

2 - 3 OUTPUTS DESCRIPTION

Outputs characteristics
Refer to the chapter "Electrical characteristics" in the "Hardware structure" booklet accompanying this manual.

Description
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39 U9 ON C 38 T6 head. The U9 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start.

40 U10 ON C 38 T7 head. The U10 output is energised after the delay time set in the step in use and remains energised until
a fresh start.

41 U11 ON I 38 Clock EI 033. Signal for connection to the corresponding interface input.

42 U12 ON I 38 Data EI 033. Signal for connection to the corresponding interface input.

43 U13 ON I 38 Strobe EI 033. Signal for connection to the corresponding interface input.

44 U14 ON C 38 Tolerance. This activates when the axis count is within the programmed tolerance limits. Its activation can
be delayed by the set-up “Tolerance activation time” parameter.

45 U15 ON C 38 Press synchronism error. This is energised in the press synchronism error conditions described in input
I9. It is de-energised when input I8 (alarm reset) is activated.

46 U16 ON C 38 Press rotation consensus. In the advance cycle this energises when the tolerance output U14 is
activated and it de-energises on the downward front of input I10. In the continuous advance cycle, the output
is always energised and it de-energises only when we pass into the single advance cycle and switching
on the descent front of input I10 is detected. It de-energises at every activation of the stop, at a restart (I4)
or when a head programmed for the stop intervenes, after it has reached TDC (input I10 downward front).

Description
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Characteristics of outputs expansion (order code "E")
Refer to the chapter entitled “Electrical characteristics” in the “Hardware structure” booklet appended to this manual.

Key
C= Continuous signal.
I = Impulsive signal.
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3 - 1 PROGRAMMING (SET-UP)

As these parameters set the operating mode of the instrument, access is restricted to the installer only. A password
must be entered to access the programming, with the following procedure:

Access the set-up programming.

Introduce the access code "760" and confirm with ENTER.

Exit is possible at any time after introducing the password by
pressing the key shown.

Description

Password?

               0

Keyboard Visualizzazione

FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0= Normal display.

1 =Display with systemHDR (High definition reading).

N.B. Refer to the "Installation, maintenance and assistance
manual."

High definition

reading        0Display mode

Cifre decimali

               0

It specifies the number of digits after the decimal point in the
visualizations (max. 3).
N.B. The insertion of the number of decimal figures influences the

count DISPLAY; positioning accuracy depends on the
number of impulses supplied by the transducer.

Decimal digits
Max. 3

This parameter indicates by how much you must multiply the
revolution impulses of the encoder to provide the displaying of the
lenghts in the desired units of measure. You can enter values from
0.00200 to 4.00000 upon consideration that the frequency of
phases F1 must not exceed the maximum frequence of count of
the instrument.

N.B. Refer to the "Installation, maintenance and assistance
manual."

Risoluzione

         4.00000

Encoder resolution

0 = The manual shifting is performed with the axis in space
reaction. This means that the instrument contrasts all axis
movement from the quota reached caused from outside (offset,
operator, ...).

1 = The manual shifting is performed without space reaction. In this
case the axis may move independentely from the controls and
it is not enabled the shifting at an immediate level.

Funzionamento

manuale        0Manual
operation

mode

CAPITOLO  3

MESSA IN SERVIZIO
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

It specifies whether the unit of measure (Um) of the axis' speed is
in minutes or in seconds.

0 =Um / min.

1 =Um / sec.

Unita' velocita'

               0Speed unit

With this parameter it's set the maximum speed of the axis when
the analog voltage AN1 is at 10 Volt. To be calculated
experimentally. The value must be in the unit of measure
programmed (max. 9999 Um / min. or Um / sec.).
N.B. This parameter MUST be calculated by following the

indications shown in the “Analogue axis calibration”
paragraph.

Velocita'massima

            9999Maximun speed
Max. 9999

With this parameter we set the axis speed in the positioning
operations of the work quotas; the value always refers to the
measurement unit set (um/min. – um/sec.) and it must be less
or equal to the maximum speed.

Velocita' lavoro

            9999

Work speed
Max. 9999

Velocita'manuale

            9999

With this parameter it's set the manual speed of the axis (max.
9999 Um / min or Um / sec.).  The value introduced must be lower
or equal tro the maximum speed.With manual operation = 1 setting
is 1÷100% of the maximum speed.

Manual speed
Max 9999

With this parameter it's set the slow manual speed of the axis
(max. 9999). The value introduced must be lower or equal to the
manual speed .With manual operation = 1 setting is 1÷100% of the
maximum speed.

Velocita'manuale

lenta       9999

Slow manual speed
Max 9999

With this parameter it's set the speed of the axis during the
execution of the test for the calibration of parameters P.I.D. (max.
9999 Um / min or Um / sec.).
The value always refers to the measurement unit set (um/min. -
um/sec.) and it must be less or equal to the maximum speed.

Velocita'di test

            9999Test speed
Max. 9999

With this parameter it's set the ramp of acceleration of the axis;
time used by the axis to go from 0 speed to maximum set speed
in SET-UP (max. 10 seconds).

Accelerazione

      10.00 sec.

Acceleration
Max. 10.00

With this parameter it's set the ramp of deceleration of the axis;
time  used by the axis to go from maximum set speed in  SET-UP
to the zero speed (max. 10 seconds).

Decelerazione

      10.00 sec.

Deceleration
Max. 10.00
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

This is the counting band around all the positioning quotas that
identifies a zone within which positioning is concluded correctly.

E.g. Quota 100 and tolerance 1.0; all positioning actions con-
cluded between 101 and 99 are considered to be correct.

Tolleranza

             999Tollerance
Max. 999

It is the delay time, expressed in seconds, of output U1 activation
when the axis has entered in the tolerance range. By introducing
the zero value, the activation of output U1is immediate. If expansion
input7outout is istalling, the acttivation of output U14 is immediate.

Tempo attesa out

tolleranza 0.000

Time of delay of
tolerance activation

Max. 9.999

Inversion time
Min. 0.01
Max. 9.99

To avoid possible mechanical stress due to too rapid inversions
in the axis' movement direction, you can enter a delay time of
inversion in seconds (min. 0,01 max. 9,99).

Tempo inversione

       9.99 sec.

It is the maximum difference acceptable  (expressed in primary
impulses  encoder × 4) between the position reached by the axis
and the position  which it should have reached, besides which it
is signalled the follow up error disactivating output U8 (max.
999999).

Errore inseguim.

            1234Follow up error
Max. 9999

Access to reading and/or writing of data P.I.D.

0= Access not enabled.

1= Access to the data reading.

2= Access to the data reading and writing.

Accesso dati

P.I.D.         0

Data P.I.D.

Integral register
limit.

Max. 32767

This is the excursion limit imposed on the central register.Limite integrale

           99999

With this parameter it is possible to set a delay time, expressed
in milliseconds, for axis start from the moment the start is given.
Useful in those applications in which it is necessary to bring an-
other operation to an end before the axis starts (the re-entry of
a mechanical stop commanded by the tolerance output…).
Only values greater or equal to 2 can be inserted.

Ritardo partenza

       9.99 sec.

Start delay.

The minimum activation time of input I1 for start acquisition (ex-
pressed in milliseconds). Only values equal, greater or the
same a 2 can be inserted.

Tempo attivaz.

start   36 msec.

Start activation
delay time.

min. 2 Max. 98
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0 =The count is not zeroed on activating the restart.

1 =The count is zeroed by activating the restart.

Azz. conteggio

al restart     0

Count zeroing
on restart

This display appears if the “Count zeroing on restart” parameter is set to 1

When restart is activated, a value corresponding to the blade
thickness can be inserted on the count to compensate the
swarf on the first piece (the value normally has a negative sign).

Agg. conteggio

restart   123456

Count update
on restart

This parameter indicates by how much you must multiply the
revolution impulses of the encoder to provide the displaying of the
lenghts in the desired units of measure. You can enter values from
0.00200 to 4.00000 upon consideration that the frequency of
phases F1 must not exceed the maximum frequence of count of
the instrument.

N.B. Refer to the "Installation, maintenance and assistance
manual."

If you do not want to use the test encoder, set the value of
0.00000. Output U8 will only de-energise due to a following er-
ror.

Risoluzione enc.

di test  4.00000

Test encoder
 reslution

Cifre decimali

conteggio test 0

It specifies the number of digits after the decimal point in the
visualizations (max. 3).

N.B. The insertion of the number of decimal figures influences the
count DISPLAY; positioning accuracy depends on the
number of impulses supplied by the transducer.

Cifre decimali
conteggio test

Max. 3

Scostamento max.

amm. % +/- 100.0

This is the difference as a percentage permitted between the
measurement counter and the test counter beyond which alarm
output U8 is de-energised.

N.B. The two counters are equal at each piece end.

Deviation as a %
of the permitted

maximum.

Queste visualizzazioni compaiono se il parametro "Risoluzione encoder di test" è diverso da 0.00000
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Espansione I/O

               0

0 =The expansion hardware for inputs and outputs is not installed.

1 =The expansion hardware for inputs and outputs is installed. In
this case it is possible to program the activation delay times for
heads 2 and 3 in each single program step.

2 =The expansion hardware for inputs and outputs is not installed.
In this case it is possible to program the activation delay times
for heads 2, 3, 4, 5 in each single program step.

Input/output
 expansion.

Specifies the number of heads used. The heads not used are
not accepted in programming.

Numero teste

utilizzate     7

Number of heads
used.

Numero testa

di taglio      5

Indicates the number of the head that makes the cut.

0 =There is no cutting head.

1 =Head 1.

2 =Head 2.

3 =Head  3.

4 =Head  4.

5 =Head  5.

6 =Head  6.

7 =Head  7.

N.B. The programming of the cutting head is only performed if the
count is zeroed when it is activated (the real count zeroing
is performed at the successive start). This is only possible
if all the other heads have not started the processing of a new
piece. If the cut must be made, but we do not want to zero
the count, the value of zero must be inserted.

Cutting head
number.

Interasse testa

n.1       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 1 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance.

Head 1 inter-axis
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Interasse testa

n.2       123456

Interasse testa

n.3       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 3 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance

Head 3 inter-axis

Interasse testa

n.4       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 4 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance

Head 4 inter-axis

Interasse testa

n.5       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 5 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance

Head 5 inter-axis

Interasse testa

n.6       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 6 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance

Head 6 inter-axis

Interasse testa

n.7       123456

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 7 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance

Head 7 inter-axis

This display appears if the head concerned is enabled

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 1 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T1     9.99 sec.

Head 1 activation
delay

These displays appear if the “input/output expansion” parameter is set to 1 or 2

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 2 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T2     9.99 sec.

Head 2 activation
delay

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 3 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T3     9.99 sec.

Head 3 activation
delay

These displays appear if the “input/output expansion” parameter is set to 2

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 4 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T4     9.99 sec.

Head 4 activation
delay

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 5 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T5     9.99 sec.

Head 5 activation
delay

This is the distance in the previously chosen measurement unit
between head 2 and the machine zero that the piece being
processed encounters during advance.

Head 2 inter-axis
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION
These displays appear if the “input/output expansion” parameter is set to 1 or 2

Rit.attivazione

T6     9.99 sec.

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 7 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Rit.attivazione

T7     9.99 sec.

Head 7 activation
delay

Abilitazione

pressa         1

0 = System advance with press not enabled.

1 = System advance with press is enabled.

N.B. If 1 is set, it is necessary to order the input/output expansion.

System advance
with press

Max. avanzamento

cont.     9999.9

This determines the movement limit in execution beyond which
it is necessary to stop the press at top dead centre (T.D.C).

Continuous cycle
maximum advance

Momento set

utensili       1

0 = The tools set themselves at advance end.

1 = The tools set themselves at advance start.

Tool setting
moment

Teste di stop

         12_4__7

The continuous cycle is interrupted when one of the heads pro-
grammed in this parameter are energised. Unloading and load-
ing operations can be performed and the cycle can continue
with a fresh start (I11).

Interruption of con-
tinuous cycle with

heads

Reset utensili

in manuale     1

0 =Passing from automatic to manual the active tools are not
modified.

1 = By activating manual mode all the tools are deactivated. By
returning to automatic mode all the tools present before the
passage to manual mode are activated.

Tool reset in manual
mode

Abil. controllo

spazio         0

0 = Space control always enabled.

1 = In automatic mode space control at the end of positioning is
removed when the tolerance output is activated and when a
fresh start is re-enabled.

Space control
enabling

This is the delay time, expressed in seconds, for head 6 activa-
tion, after the axis has entered the tolerance band (U14 = ON).

Head 6 activation
delay
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Timer att.

Ing Z2         0

The instrument controls the input status every millisecond. This
parameter indicates the number of checks and therefore the
number of milliseconds the input must maintain the logical status
for so that the instrument acquires the variation.

Input Z2 activation
time

Choice of the language of the displayed messages.

1=ITALIAN.

2=ENGLISH.

You can select further languages upon request made by the
customer, together with the translation

Lingua messaggi

               1

Messages
language

 Once the programming of the last function is achieved,the display returns to the first parameter
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3 - 2 TARATURE

THE PROCEDURE FOR CALIBRATING THE ANALOG OUTPUT

The setting of some set-up parameters.
Set in set-up the parameters relative to decimal digits, transducer resolution, speed units.

Description Keyboard Display

Password?

             123

Asse 1    123456

Volts out   10.0

Asse 1     -0.00

Offset     -1234

Int. conteggio

Asse 1   12345.6

Access to the calibrating procedure
Select the manual function (I5 = OFF).
Introduce the password "123" and confirm with ENTER.

This key allows selction of three different displays: "Volts out" (value
of analog output voltage), "Offset" (to calibrate the offset of the
analog output) and "Int. count" (introduction of a value in the count).

Checking connections
First check that the speedometer dynamo is connected properly
with the drive. Select the display relative to "Output voltage (Volts
out)" and, using the numerical keyboard, introduce a voltage value,
and confirm with the key ENTER. We recommend the introduction
of a rather low voltage value (e.g. 0.5 V) and to observe if the motor
turns at about 1 / 20 of its maximum speed (if activation accepts a
maximum voltage of 10V).
By providing a positive voltage from the keyboard, the motor should
turn "frontwards" at a speed proportional to the value introduced, and
the count displayed must be increased.
N.B. The voltage value introduced from the keyboard is

provided by the analog output without acceleration
ramp.

Offset calibration
Using the key shown, select the display relative to the calibration of
the analog output (Offset). The value introduced serves to compen-
sate the eventual variation of the analog output provided by the
instrument due to weather, temperature, etc. It is important that the
drive is calibrated correctly (when the input is disconnected, the
motor must remain at a standstill), so that the offset action is used
only to calibrate the instrument's analog output.
The operator can use the numerical keys and sign to introduce any
value which, when confirmed with ENTER, will be immediately be
presented in output. The offset calibration can be considered
terminated when the value of the analog output provided by the
instrument is equal to zero (to be checked with a digital multimeter
with lower scale set in millivolts).

Continued on next page.

Asse 1    123456

Volts out   10.0

Asse 1     -0.00

Offset     -1234
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Calculation of maximum speed
The instrument now has the capacity to calculate and display the
value of maximum speed to be introduced in set-up (parameter
"Maximum speed"). Select the display relative to the output voltage
and introduce the value 10 (10 volt = maximum motor speed).
N.B. The voltage value introduced from the keyboard will be

provided by the analog output without acceleration
ramp.

While the axis is in movement at maximum speed, press the key
shown.
The frequency count (detected on the transducer phase) and the
value of maximum speed will be shown (data to be inserted in set-
up in the "Maximum speed" parameter).
In this display it is possible to introduce a filter on the display by
pressing the key ENTER.

N.B. If it is not possible to move the axis at maximum speed,
introduce a voltage equal to 1 V. The speed and frequency
displayed must be multiplied by 10.

To return to the previous display, press the key shown.

Introduction of a value in the count
It is possible to modify the count value displayed by the instrument
(axis position). Select the display for the introduction of a value in
the count and introduce the required value, then confirm with
ENTER.

To exit the function at any time, press key F1; the instrument will
revert to the original displays.

Description Keyboard Display

Asse 1    123456

Volts out   10.0

Frequenza 123456

Velocita'   9876

Int. conteggio

Asse 1   12345.6
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PROCEDURE FOR P.I.D. CALIBRATION

P.I.D. calibration must be carried out after the calibration of the analog output (see paragraph concerning the calculation
of maximum speed). Before starting P.I.D. calibration, in set-up set the parameters: "Decimal digits", "Encoder
resolution", "Speed Unit", "Maximum speed", "Test speed", "Acceleration/decelerationi ramps" and "Inversion time".
Access the P.I.D. calibration function (see below) and, setting the value "0" for the enabling of  P.I.D. tests (only data
writing), reset the parameters for "Integral time" and "Derivative time" and set to 100% the "feed-forward"  value.Refer
to the "Manual of Installation, Maintenance and Assistance".

To access calibration of P.I.D. parameters, in set-up the parameter
"P.I.D. data" must be set so as to enable access to the reading and
writing of data.

Access the P.I.D. calibration function.

The operator can choose if to execute the P.I.D. calibration or to just
modify the parameters.
By setting the value 0 we access parameter modification. By setting
the value 1 calibration is enabled.

Test level insertion
The parameter "Abilitazione test P.I.D." must be setted to 1. The
instrument asks for the test level insertion. It is the shifting the
axis has to do in both directions during the calibration procedure.
Once confirmed with ENTER the axis moves to the test level,
wait for the inversion time and with the acceleration-deceleration
ramps, goes back to the starting level. This movement continues
for all the calibration time.

Gain calibration
Select the display relative to the proportional gain. Introduce the
value "1". Initially the axis is very slow, the acceleration/deceleration
ramps are not respected, the maximum speed is not reached,
signifying that the set value is too low. Increase the value until the
system is dynamically satisfactory without becoming unstable
(swinging with axes in movement and vibrations with the axes at a
stop).

Feed-forward calibration
Select the display relative to the feed-forward (values are in percentage
100 = 100%). In normal conditions feed-forward must be setted to
values near 100. Display on the lower left indicates the error that
must be near 0. maximum error will be on ramps. Modify the feed-
forward value to reduce to 0 the error during the constant speed part
of the movement.
N.B. The feed-forward value must be increased if the error is positive

when the axis goes forward; in the same way, it is increased
if the error is negative when the axis goes backward. On the
contrary, it must be reduced if the error is negative when the
axis goes forwards; in the same way, it is reduced if the error
is positive when the axis goes backwards.

Continued on next page

Description Keyboard Display

Abilitazione

test P.I.D.    0

Quota      12345

Cont.       2345

Gain prop.  9999

Er.-123 Ri.-1234

Feed forw.110.0%

Er.-123 Ri.-1234
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Calibration of integral time
Select the display relative to integral time (expressed in seconds).
Starting from a base of  0.500 seconds, gradually decrease the time
until arriving at a value thanks to which the axis improves its dynamic
performance and remains stable (does not swing).
The introduction of an insufficient integral time would create low-
frequency swings, while too high a value would give high frequency
oscillations.
By setting the value 0 the function is excluded.

Calibration of the derivative time
Select the display relative to derivative time (expressed in seconds).
Starting from a base of 0.001 seconds, it is necessary to gradually
increase the time until arriving at a value thanks to which the axis
improves its dynamic performance and remains stable (does not
swing).
By setting the value 0 the function is excluded.

Press the shown key to display the maximum error of positive and
negative space calculated  by the instrument every 50 milliseconds.
To return to the previous display, press again the key shown.

To exit the function at any time, press key F2; the instrument will
revert to the original displays.

Description Keyboard Display

Tmp integ. 0.150

Er.-123 Ri.-1234

Tmp deriv. 0.123

Er. 23 Rd. 34

Max. err.    VA1

+1234 -2345  6.3
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Description Keyboard Display

Access to real backup and restore functions.

Enter access code "753" and confirm with ENTER; a request is
made to select the function required.

Backup
Press key 1 to select the (data storage) function. To execute backup
of data, press ENTER, while to abort the procedure, press CLEAR.

When data have been stored, two different messages may appear:
- Backup procedure concluded correctly. Press any key to exit.

- Backup procedure not concluded correctly. Press ENTER to
repeat data backup, or press CLEAR to exit the function.

Restore
Press key 2 to select the Restore function (data recovery). To
restore data, press ENTER, or press CLEAR to abort.

Terminated the data recovery, two different messages may appear:
- Restore procedure concluded correctly. Press any key to exit.

- Restore procedure not concluded correctly. Press ENTER to
repeat data restore, or press CLEAR to exit the function.

To exit the function of Backup or Restore at any time, press key F1
or CLEAR.

Note
The messages relative to the BACKUP/RESTORE function are in
English, even when in set-up it was possible to define another
language.

Password?

               0

1 = BACKUP

2 = RESTORE

BACKUP FUNCTION

ENTER=Y CLEAR=N

BACKUP FUNCTION

SUCCESSFUL

BACKUP FUNCTION

FAILURE

RESTORE FUNCTION

ENTER=Y CLEAR=N

RESTORE FUNCTION

SUCCESSFUL

RESTORE FUNCTION

FAILURE

o

o

BACKUP AND RESTORE FUNCTION

The instrument is provided with backup functions (data storage) and restore (data recovery); therefore it is possible to
store all the instrument's parameters, apart from work programs, so that they can be recovered in the case of accidental
loss or modification of parameter data.
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Access the working program introduction.

A request is made to introduce the program number desired, confirm
with ENTER (max. 90).

If the cutting head has been programmed in set-up, we are required
to insert the blade length and thickness. The operator can insert the
desired values and confirm with ENTER.

If there is no cut, we are required to insert the length and the spacing.
The operator can insert the desired values and confirm with ENTER.
N.B. La The piece length must be greater or equal to the total length

of the programmed quotas.

On confirming one or both pieces of data with ENTER the program-
ming step (1), head used (T), quota to execute (Q) are displayed on
the upper display, while the number of quota repetitions (Rep.) and the
head activation delay (Tr.) appear only with heads 2, 3, 4, 5, if the I
/ O expansion is installed. The operator can insert the head he intends
to use (flashing) and confirm with ENTER. If the operator sets 0 the
program ends. On confirmation with ENTER the quota begins to flash.
The operator can introduce the value and confirm with ENTER. The
number of repetitions starts to flash. The operator can insert the value
and confirm with ENTER. The head delay starts to flash. The operator
can insert the value and confirm with ENTER.

Activation or deactivation of the tools is requested. The operator can
decide which tools to activate and which to deactivate, confirming with
ENTER. On confirming with ENTER, the display passes on to the next
step.

The key figured is enabled with heads 2, 3, 4, 5, and with the input/
output expansion, permitting the active tools to be displayed.
By pressing it again, the previously described displays are seen
again.
To display the previous or successive steps press the figured key.
If one head is used in several steps that are not consecutive, the
error message is displayed for one second.

To exit from the program writing press the key shown; only the value
confirmed with ENTER will be memorised.
Display will show the previous visualizatrion.

Description Keyboard Display

Introduzione

programma      1

Lunghezza 123456

Sp. lama  123456

Lunghezza 123456

Spaziat.  123456

 1 T.4 Q. 123456

Rip. 25 Tr. 9.99

Utensili attivi

Ps. 1    12__6_8

     Error!

CHAPTER  4

USE

4 - 1 WORK PROGRAMS AND AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

INTRODUCTION OF WORKING PROGRAMS WITH NEVER CYCLE IN EXECUTION
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PROGRAM SETTING EXAMPLE

Head 1

Head 2

Head 3

Head 4

All the measurements for a head must be inserted in succession, continuing until the last head used.

Upper display : total plece lenght.
Lower inferiore: spacing.

Continued on next page

Description Keyboard Display

Introduzione

programma      1

Lunghezza   1600

Spaziat.       0

 1 T.1 Q.    300

Rip.   1

 2 T.2 Q.    600

Rip.   1Rit.1.00

Utensili attivi

Ps. 2   1_3_5__8

 3 T.2 Q.    200

Rip.   3Rit.1.00

Utensili attivi

Ps. 3   1_3_5__8
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Description Keyboard Display

 4 T.3 Q.   1400

Rip.   1Rit.0.33

Utensili attivi

Ps. 4   _23__6__

 5 T.3 Q.    200

Rip.   1Rit.0.33

Utensili attivi

Ps. 5   _23__6__

 6 T.4 Q.   1500

Rip.   1Rit.   0

Utensili attivi

Ps. 6   _23__6__

 7 T.0 Q.

Rip.

End program.

The first quota inserted for each head refers to the piece zero, while all the others are incremental quotas (with re-
spect to the previous quota).
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PROGRAMMING THE WORKING CYCLE

Description Keyboard Display

To abort a possible cycle in use with a restart or to wait for the
activation of the “Cycle end” output and to access the work cycle
introduction function.

Insertion of the first program (flashing) (max. 5) is requested on the
upper display. The operator can insert the desired program and
confirm with ENTER.
On confirming with ENTER, insertion of the number of pieces
(flashing) is requested on the lower display.
The operator can insert the desired value and confirm with ENTER.
If the value 9999 is introduced, the cycle is repeated infinitely.

On confirming with ENTER, insertion of the second program
(max. 5) is requested and so on until the last one.

The operator can pass from one program to another by pressing
the figured key.

1 Programma    8

N.pezzi       42

2 Programma    2

N.pezzi      142

Access the override function.

Type the desired percentage and confirm with ENTER.

It is possible to change the override value even when executing a
program; the new speed values will be used for the remaining po-
sitioning actions.

To exit from the function, press the key shown.

Description Keyboard Display

Override

            100%

OVERRIDE INSERTION

Override is the percentage of the work speed set in set-up with which the positioning actions are to be executed. If we
insert 100% the positioning speed coincides with the work speed. By inserting 50%, the positioning speed is equal to
half the work speed, etc.
By changing the work speed, all the other speeds set are also changed (as a percentage).
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SHIFTING OF AXIS IN MANUAL

The instrument allows to manually shift the axis. It is possible to move the axis from the keyboard in both directions
with 2 different speeds. Once selected the manual function it is possible to move the axis backward with the key 7 and
forward with the key 9. With the key 8 it's possible to select the speed slow or fast.

Description Keyboard Display

Access to the manual functions and select the visualization of axis
movement.
Display shows at bottom left the speed selected with the key 8 (L
= slow, V = fast).
Display shows at bottom right the axis level. During manual shifting
the minimum and maximum level limits are enabled.

With the keys shown it's possible to move the axis and to change
the speed.

To exit from the function, press the key shown.

Mov. manuale

         L 12345

POSITIONING AT AN IMMEDIATE LEVEL

The instrument allows to manually shift the axis. It's possible to position automatically the axis to a level different from
the levels selected in a working program.
In order to access positioning actions with an intermediate quota, it is necessary to set the “Manual operating
mode” to zero in set-up.

Description Keyboard Display

Access to the manual functions and select the visualization of
positioning at an immediate level.

On the lower line appears the actual level. Through the keyboard the
operator may insert the new level and confirm with ENTER. The axis
will move to reach the entered value.

To exit from the function press the key shown.

Q.ta im. 12345.6

Cont.    23456.7
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DISPLAY

Upper display
Pr. 1 Program in use.
Q. 65173.8 Current quota.
Lower display
Ps.12 Passo in esecuzione.
C. 65173.8 Measurement encoder count.

Upper display
12345.6 Current incremental quota.
Lower display
1_3___7 Heads that activate themselves on reaching the

quota in use.

Upper display
1234 Setted pieces.
Lower display
317 Worcked pieces.

Upper display
Ciclo 1 Selected cycle.
Prg.12 Selected program.
Display inferiore
2 15 25 1 Selected program.

If the test count is enabled.
Upper display
65173.8 Measuring counting.
Display inferiore
65173.8 Test counting.

If input I10 is deactivated for two successive times without input I9
being activated.

If input I9 is deactivated for two successive times without input I10
being deactivated.

Output U15 is activated and the axis immediately blocks.

To deactivate the alarm and to return to normal display, activate
input I8 or press the figured key.

If the operator inserts a value not within the acceptable limits.

Description Keyboard Display

Pr. 1 Q. 65173.8

Ps.12 C. 65173.8

Q. inc.  12345.6

Teste    1_3___7

Pezzi imp.  1234

Pezzi fatti  317

Ciclo 1 Prg.12

 2   15   25   1

Cm. 65173.8

Ct. 65173.8

    Rottura

  finecorsa I9

    Rottura

  finecorsa I10

     Error!
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ERROR CHECK DATA

The instrument allows the writing of a series of data (set-up, work
programmes, etc.). At the exit from a function of data entry, the
instrument sums ALL the data introduced. If for some reason
(disturbances above the norm ...) only one single datum should be
altered, the instrument, when switched on, will show the error
message "Data error !!! Check data".
This display calls attention to the fact that a datum has been altered
and that there could therefore be later malfunctions.

To cancel the display it is sufficient to press the shown key; however,
it is necessary to check all the instrument's parameter data.

DisplayKeyboardDescription

Data error!!!

Check data

DISPLAYING THE WORK PROGRAM WITH THE CYCLE IN EXECUTION

If there is a program in execution, the operator can display the
program data. Access data display by pressing the figured key.
The operator can insert the number of the program to display and
confirm with ENTER.

To scroll through the program steps, press the figured key.

To display the active tools press the figured key.

To exit from the function press the key shown.

Description Keyboard Display

Visualizzazione

programma      1
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WORK CYCLE DISPLAY

If the work cycle is in execution, access the cycle display function.

To leave the function, press the figured key. The display returns to
the display in use.

Description Keyboard Display

Scelta ciclo

               1

1 Programma    8

N.pezzi       42

2 Programma    2

N.pezzi      142

3 Programma    5

N.pezzi     1234

4 Programma    1

N.pezzi     5000

5 Programma    3

N.pezzi     5250
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4 - 2 OPERATION GRAPHS AND TABLES

Step Program 1

Piece lenght + blade or
spacing thickness

Quota / ripetitions1

Quota / ripetitions/ delay
head

Quota / ripetitions/ delay
head

Quota / ripetizioni / ritardo
testa

Quota / ripetitions/ delay
head

Quota / ripetitions

Quota / ripetitions

Quota / ripetitions

End program

3

4

5

2

6

7

8

9

10

Quota / ripetitions

11

Tools
ON

Tools
ON

Quota / ripetitions/ delay
head

Tools
ON

Tools
ON

Tools
ON

T6

T0

T3

T2

T1

By programming the stop heads in set-up it is possible to stop the continuous cycle, by conditioning it to the program
of the head being activated. This kind of possibility can serve to simulate the M functions of the C.N.C.

Example:
Supposing that head T7 interrupts the continuous cycle, it is sufficient to insert a program step that energises head
T7 at the desired measurement to leave the continuous cycle and to stop the press at TDC. In this way, other proc-
esses can be performed (inserting parts to be pressed or piece manipulation for example). The single cycle can
then be continued by pressing start (I11).
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TYPE OF WORKING IN THE CYCLE

The instrument executes the pieces of the first cycle and then without stopping the processing, goes on to the next
program. When all the programs inserted in the cycle have been executed (max. 5) the working stops.

CONTINUOUS PUNCHING WITHOUT PIECE CUTTING

W = Inter-axis head1.
X = Inter-axis head 2.
Y = Inter-axis head 3.
Z = Inter-axis head n.

Program 2
N° remainig pieces

Program 1
N° remainig pieces

Direction

Engine advancement
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CONTINUOUS PUNCHING WITH PIECE CUTTING

W = Inter-axis head 1.
X = Inter-axis head 2.
Y = Inter-axis head 3.
Z = Inter-axis head n.

In this application we can work pieces shorter than inter-axis Z. When the cutting head is activated, the count can be
zeroed if none of the heads have already started another working process.

Direction

Engine advancement
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CONTINUOUS PUNCHING WITH PIECE CUTTING

W = Inter-axis head 1.
X = Inter-axis head 2.
Y = Inter-axis head 3.

Creating a working process that make the cut at the program end, after the processing of the head of the successive
program; this takes place because the head inter-axis does not permit processing after the cut – it must be performed
during the execution of the previous piece.

The punching must be performed  before the cutting at program end. In this case, a program that includes the
quota and the execution of the head  that must intervene before the cut must be arranged behind the last pro-
gram.

Direction

Engine advancement
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GRAPHIC OF TIMER MANAGEMENT FOR HEAD ACTIVATION DELAY

1) The axis enters the tolerance band and the timer for tolerance activation delay starts.

2) The head activation delay timers and the transmission of EI033 start when the tolerance output is activated.

3) At the end of each single timer the corresponding head output is set.

4) When the last head is activated, the work end output U6 is activated.

5) When a new start is given, the outputs are reset and a new cycle begins.

N.B. If the “Tool setting moment” parameter is set to 1 in set-up, transmission to  the EI033 does not take place when
the axis is in tolerance, but at the start as in point 5 instead.

 Start activation delay
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Accedere alla funzione di diagnostica. Viene visualizzato lo stato
degli ingressi.

Premendo il tasto a freccia si passa alla visualizzazione dello stato
delle uscite.

Per uscire dalla funzione, premere il tasto raffigurato.

DisplayKeyboardDescription

    IngressiZ1Z2

123456789AB

     Uscite

123456789ABCDEFG

5 - 3 WARRANTY

The warranty conforms to what is defined in the general sales conditions.

5 - 2  INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FAX

We need your help in order to provide you fast, competent and qualified service.
In the event that you have need of QEM's assistance to deal with any technical problems encountered in your
application, and the problem persists despite having followed all the instructions provided in the "Installation,
maintenance and assistance manual," we invite you to completely fill out the fax form included with the
Installation, maintenance and assistance manual and send it to QEM's support department.
In this way our technicians will be able to acquire the information necessary for understanding your problem
(avoiding long, expensive telephone procedures).
Confident of your kind availability and collaboration, QEM wishes you good working.

NOTE
If you need to send an instrument for repair, carefully follow the instructions shown in the following points.
- If possible use the original packaging; in any case, the packaging should protect the instrument from shocks that could
occur in transport.
- Include a precise description of the problem you have encountered in the package and the part of the electric schematic
that includes the instrument. In the event that the problem you have encountered has to do with storing data, also attach
the instrument's programming (set-up, job levels, auxiliary parameters ...).
- If necessary, explicitly ask for an estimate of the repair costs; if not requested, costs will be calculated from the job
card.
- Our technicians will give precedence to instrument repairs that have been shipped with respect for the points listed
in this note.

5 - 1 INPUT AND OUTPUT TROUBLESHOOTING

The instrument provides troubleshooting for the input and digital output logic status; according to the numbers displayed,
it is possible to understand whether an input arrives at the instrument and if an output has been excited.
The first display, after access to the troubleshooting function, relates to the input status; if number 1 is displayed, this
indicates that input 1 has been activated; if number 2 is displayed, this indicates that input 2 has been activated, and
so on. Input Z (transducer zero impulse) is signalled with a C; if displayed, the zero impulse is not present; if not displayed,
the zero impulse is supplied to the instrument.
The following display relates to the logic status of the digital outputs. The same correspondance applies as with the inputs
(equal number corresponds with equal output); e.g.: the presence of number 4 indicates that the instrument is exciting
output 4.

CHAPTER  5

ASSISTANCE
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Il presente prodotto è uno strumento elettronico e quindi non deve essere considerato una macchina. Di conseguenza
non deve sottostare ai requisiti fissati dalla Direttiva CEE 89/392 (Direttiva Macchine). Pertanto si afferma che se lo
strumento QEM viene utilizzato come parte componente di una macchina, non può essere acceso se la macchina
non soddisfa i requisiti della Direttiva Macchine.
La marcatura dello strumento non solleva il Cliente dall'adempimento degli obblighi di legge relativi al
proprio prodotto finito.

NOTE


